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Abstract--LTCC MCMs for RF and wireless systems often use metal filled via holes to improve isolation between the stripline and

microstrip interconnects. In this paper, results from a 3D-FEM electromagnetic characterization of microstrip and stripline

interconnects with metal filled via fences for isolation are presented. It is shown that placement of a via hole fence closer than three

times the substrate height to the transmission lines increases radiation and coupling. Radiation loss and reflections are increased

when a short via fence is used in areas suspected of having high radiation. Also, via posts should not be separated by more than three

times the substrate height for low radiation loss, coupling, and suppression of higher order modes in a package.

Index Terms---microstrip, stripline, coupling, crosstalk, MCM, microwave transmission lines

I. INTRODUCTION

RF and wireless package designs must become smaller to satisfy the demands of the commercial and government

markets. Simultaneously, the package must house data processing, biasing, and memory circuits in addition to the RF circuits

to reduce the overall system size and complexity. Even more ambitious systems being developed by NASA include

microelectromechanical (MEM) gyroscopes, active pixel sensors, and other micromachined scientific instruments with the

already mentioned electronic circuits to create entire systems in a package. While the size of the package is being reduced and

the complexity increased, the cost must also be reduced. To achieve these utopian goals, many MultiChip Module (MCM)

technologies have been proposed [1-5], but Low Temperature Cofired Ceramic (LTCC) may be the ideal packaging technology.

The material used in LTCC packages has a moderate dielectric constant, 4<_<8, which permits wider microwave

transmission lines and thus lower conductor loss than circuits on Si, GaAs, or Alumina. In addition, it has a low loss tangent of

0.002 at I0 GI-/z, which results in low dielectric attenuation. LTCC packages comprise many 0.1-0. i5 mm thick ceramic layers

with transmission lines on each layer [2,6]. Vertical interconnects between the layers are easily manufactured by laser or



mechanical drilling the ceramic when it is in the green state. Therefore, a dense package with RF transmission lines, bias lines,

and control lines can be manufactured.

However, the high density of transmission lines increases the potential for coupling or crosstalk. The RF integrated

circuits are typically mounted on the surface. Therefore, although most of the RF signal routing is done with stripline, the final

connection to the integrated circuits requires microstrip. Microstrip transmission lines radiate at discontinuities [7], and

microstrip and stripline couple to neighboring transmission lines [8]. While couplers do make use of this coupling, radiation

and coupling usually contribute to spurious resonances and degraded circuit performance. To help alleviate the coupling, metal

filled via holes are often used to electrically isolate areas of the package since they are inexpensive to build using LTCC

technology [9-11]. In addition, via holes may be constructed into fences through which microstrip or stripline transmission

lines pass [12-14]. Thus, an LTCC MCM will appear as shown in Figures 1 and 2. A difficulty facing package designers

though is a lack of design rules on the proper placement of the via posts.

In this paper, we utilize a 3D-Finite Element Method (FEM) [15] to evaluate the use of metal filled via hole fences to

decrease the coupling between adjacent microstrip lines and adjacent striplines. Novel shielding structures are developed that

lower coupling between microstrip lines by 10 dB. Then, design rules are proposed to reduce radiation loss and coupling in

LTCC packages. All of the structures analyzed are typical for standard LTCC packages and thus relevant for package

designers, but the results are applicable to other multilayer circuit technologies such as MCM-D and MCM-L and surface

mount technologies on FR4 and RT/Duroid microwave substrates as well.

If. IV[ICROSTRIP AND VIA HOLE FENCES

Figure 3 illustrates a microstrip line surrounded by a fence made of metal filled via holes. All of the microstrip lines

analyzed in this paper have a relative substrate permittivity, _, of 5.2; a substrate thickness, 11,of 0.25 ram; a strip width, W, of

0.414 nun which results in a 50 f_ characteristic impedance; and the via holes are 0.25 nun in diameter. All of these

parameters are standard for production LTCC packages.

Initially, the microstrip lines were characterized over the frequency range of 10 to 40 GHz with the conditions that the

metals are perfect electrical conductors and the dielectrics are perfect insulators. Thus, any attenuation that is presented is only

due to radiation loss. The scattering parameters do not vary by more than a few percent over this bandwidth ff the distance

between the via hole fences, 2S+W, is less than 7,_/2 where 3.dis the wavelength in the dielectric medium and S is the distance

between the microstrip and the via post. This condition is necessary to avoid unwanted dielectric filled rectangular waveguide



type modes to propagate between the two metal fences. Since the S-parameters do not vary greatly with frequency, the

characteristics are presented as a function of the geometric parameters to permit design rules to be obtained.

The magnitude of the return and insertion loss, JS11[and IS211respectively, are plotted in Figures 4a and 4b respectively

as a function of S and the distance between the via holes, G, normalized to the substrate thickness, h. Since the conductor and

dielectric losses are zero, 1-[S1112-[$21[2 yields the radiation loss and is also shown on Figure 4a. The radiation loss, [Stl[, and

[S2_[all degrade as S/h decreases or G/h increases. It is also seen that S/h>3 is required for low attenuation and return loss; this

agrees with the micmstrip design rule of maintaining 3h separation between components [16]. As a basis of comparison, the

radiation loss, [SH[, and [$2_[for an isolated microstrip line at 25 GHz are calculated using the FEM to be -12 dB, -35 dB, and

-0.3 dB respectively. Therefore, a metal fence changes the micmstrip line characteristic impedance and thus increases the

return loss. (Throughout this paper, the line widths are not changed to maintain 50 Ohm characteristic impedance as the via

fences are introduced.) More importantly, a via fence with S/h>3 decreases the radiation loss by approximately 3 clB.

The calculated effective permittivity is determined from the guided wavelength, _ of the micmstrip mode and the free

space wavelength, _, gca=(:_g) e, and is shown in Figure 5. Again, it is seen that when the via fence is greater than 3h away

from the microstrip line, S/h>3, the propagation constant of the fence surrounded microstrip is similar to the isolated

microstrip. Notice that _tr is lower when the via fence is near the microstrip line indicating that the electric fields are

terminating on the top of the metal via posts instead of on the ground plane. Using standard Transverse Electromagnetic

(TEM) transmission line analysis, decreasing _e_ras the metal via fence is brought closer to the microstrip line indicates

increasing characteristic impedance. This is confirmed by the sign of the calculated return loss in the FEM analysis. Figures 6a

and 6b show the top view of the magnitude of the electric fields for microstrip lines with Sfa=l and G/h of 6 and 1.6

respectively. Even for a very small via post spacing of G/h=l.6 or G=;_9 where _ is the wavelength of the microstrip mode,

there are significant fields outside of the via fence. It is these fields that give rise to radiation attenuation.

In all of the field plots shown in this paper, the mount of radiation can be roughly quantified by noting the extent of

light blue, green, and yellow away from the microstrip lines. Dark blue is used to indicate regions with no electric fields, or

zero fields within the accuracy of the FEM analysis. Therefore, in Figure 6a, it is seen that the fields are approximately 30 dB

lower immediately outside the via fence and 60 dB lower at S/h=6 away from the strip than on the strip itself.

Noticing that radiation loss decreases as the via posts are placed closer together, the lowest radiation loss should be

obtained by creating a solid metal wail. However, LTCC package manufacturing does not permit this. An alternative approach

proposed here is to use a metal strip to connect the tops of every via post in the fence as shown in Figure 7. The radiation loss,

return loss, and insertion loss for this new structure is shown in Figures 4a and 4b where it is seen that the additional strip



provides3 dB reduction in radiation loss and lower return loss compared to the simple via fence. Figure 8, which shows the

electric field for the microstrip lines shown in Figures 3a and 7, illustrates that the reduction in radiation loss is due to better

field confinement in the substrate and in the air immediately above the microstrip line. It must be noted that the connecting

strip used in this paper is the same width as the via hole diameter. Therefore, the propagating mode is a hybrid microstrip/finite

ground coplanar waveguide [1"/]mode and the surface of the substrate is still available for other interconnects and integrated

circuits. This is different from the connecting strips used in [12] that result in CPW modes and utilizes the entire surface of the

substrat¢.

While attenuation degrades circuit efficiency, radiation also leads to coupling or crosstalk, which often leads to severe

circuit performance degradation. Coupling between two parallel microstrip lines of approximately 11.7 nun in length on

opposite sides of a via fence as shown in Figure 9 is evaluated using the 3D-FEM. Port 1 is excited with the microstrip mode

and the magnitude of the resulting electric field is determined at the other poRs. Figure 10a shows a top view of the electric

field distribution for the case of S/h=3 and G/h=l.6. Clearly visible as dark spots between the two microstrip lines axe the via

posts. Furthermore, the strong coupling, especially in the forward direction (S41), is easily seen. The magnitude of the electric

fields for the same structure as in Figure 10a but with a strip connecting the via posts is shown in Figure 10b. Lower coupling

in both the forward and backward directions is clearly seen. A similar structure without a via is also evaluated. Forward

coupling for each of the three structures is shown in Figure 11. It is interesting to note that the via fence without the connecting

strip provides no reduction in coupling compared to two parallel microstrip lines, and in fact, the coupling is increased by 1-2

dB over most of the frequency range. However, the addition of the connecting strip reduces the coupling by an average of 8 dB

and a maximum of 10 dB. These observations agree with the results for radiation loss of microstrip lines shown in Figure 4.

Figure 11 also shows that while wide via posts spacing, large G/h, may be used below 20 GHz, a minimum via spacing of 3.2 is

required for low coupling through 40 GHz.

In LTCC packages, short via fences around areas that are suspected of having high radiation such as vertical

interconnects and highly reflective terminations are often used [9-11]. The use of these localized fences is investigated by

characterizing a six-post fence with G/h=l.6 on both sides of a long microstrip line as shown in Figure 12. The magnitude of

the electric fields for this figure are shown in Figure 13 where the field disturbance created by the localized via fence is seen.

The radiation loss, ISnl, and IS:dfor this structure axe shown in Figure 14. As with the continuous via fence, SFa>3 is required

for optimum characteristics. However, through comparison with Figure 4, it is seen that the radiation loss is 3-5 dB higher for

the localized via fence while [Sn[ for the two cases has similar values.



Hence, ff coupling problems are suspected in microstrip circuits, a continuous via fence connected on the top by a

metal strip should bc used. Furthermore, transmission characteristics are improved ff the via holes are placed as close together

as possible, and the via fence should be separated from the microstrip line by at least three times the substrate thickness. When

coupling does occur, it will be approximately 8 dB stronger in the forward direction compared to the backward wave coupling.

III.STRIPLrNEAND VIAHOLE FENCES

Striplinesurroundedby aviaholefenceisillustratedinFigure15.The groundplaneseparation,H, is0.50nun,the

stripwidthis0.19nun,and allof theotherparametershave the same valueas forthemicrostripcase.Similartothe

characterizationofthemicrostriplines,thestriplinecascsdo nothavea strongfrequencydcpendcnccff2S+W<Xd/2,and this

againpermitstheresultstobeplottedasafunctionofthegeometricparametersandnotfrequency.

Radiationloss,[S_zl,and IS2_[asa functionofS/hand G/h arcplottedinFigure16.Similartothemicrostripresults,

allthreeparametersdegradewhen theviafenceistooclosetothestripline,S/h<2,and thecharacteristicsimproveffthevia

postsareclosertogether.Howcver,thedegradationincharacteristicsforsmallS/hvaluesisnotasgreatforstriplinccompared

tomicrostrip.Upon furthercomparisontomicrostrip,itisalsonotedthattheradiationlossofstriplincisapproximately5 dB

lowerthanformicrostrip.The fielddistributionofthetwo striplinesat25 GHz withS/h=land G/h=5.2and 1.3arcshown in

Figures17a and 17b rcspcctively.Whiletherearestrongelectromagneticfieldsoutsidetheviafencewhen theviapostsare

widelyseparated,closelyspacedviapostsappeartocomplctclyconfinethefields.Thisisdifferentthenthemicrostripcase

showninFigure6b wherefieldscouldextendoverthefencethroughtheair.

Localizedviafencesofsixpostson bothsidesofthestriplincarcalsocharacterized.The characteristicsofa striplinc

withG/h=l.3asa functionofS/hareshownon Figure16.WithrespecttoS/h,thecharacteristicsvaryinthesame way asthey

do forthecontinuousviafence,buttheradiationlossisatleast5 dB higherand [S_,[isas much as8 dB grcatcrforthe

localizedfence.Figure18 shows thetopviewoftheelectricfielddistributionforthe striplincat25 GHz withS/h=land

G/h=l.3.The higherradiationlossandreflectionisseentobe causedbya largeperturbationintheelectricfieldsthatnormally

extendoutwardsfromandparalleltothestripwhen thefieldencounterstheviaposts.

Radiationfromparallelstriplincssuchasshown inFigure19 alsoleadstocoupling.Forwardcoupling,$4_,between

two 13mm long,50 _ striplinesseparatedbyaviafencewithS/h=land G/h--l.3andbetweentwo striplineswithno viafence

isshown inFigure20.Acrossthefrequencybandof10to40 GHz, thecouplingisreducedby an averageofI0dB when a via

fenceisused.Thus,itisseenthatviafencesareusefulforreducingcouplingbetweenstriplincs,buttheyarcnotusefulfor

reducingcouplingbetweenmicrostriplinesunlessastripconnectsthemctalposts.



Based on these results for stripline, a continuous via fence placed at least 2h away from the strip reduces radiation, and

via fences reduce coupling between parallel striplines by 10 riB. However, short via fences placed along a stripline increases

reflections and radiation loss. Radiation loss and coupling are both reduced as the separation between via posts is reduced.

IV. VIAFENCEPARTITIONS

As shown in Figure 1, a typical MCM is typically partitioned into smaller compartments to reduce coupling between

circuits. An open ended transmission line is known to radiate and therefore is a perfect test circuit to evaluate the use of via

fences to partition a cavity. Figure 21 shows a schematic of two open-ended striplines that is characterized. The striplines are

separated by a distance of 2S+D_=3h where Dv is the via hole diameter, the distance between open ends is 7.2 ram, and all other

parameters are the same as described earlier. The characterization is performed over a wide frequency band so that the package

supports higher order modes when no metal filled via posts are present. Initially, the circuit is characterized for the case with

no via holes. As expected, there is less than 70 dB of coupling between the two striplines at low frequencies, but when the

frequency, f, is greater than the cutoff frequency of the TElo rectangular wavegnide mode, forBlo, coupling increases to nearly 3

dB as shown in Figure 22a. Figure 22b shows that a single role of via posts can be effective in suppressing higher order modes

and reducing coupling above f_n_lo,but the via fence provides little or no reduction in coupling below f_rslo. For coupling below

80 dB from 0.7<f/f_o<l.7, G/h<4 or G<Xo/4 is required. Note that the two striplines are not adjacent to each other here as

they are in Figure 19; thus, the coupling presented in Figures 22a and 22b is strictly due to radiation from the open ended

stripline and not due to the proximity coupling presented in earlier sections.

Discontinuities that radiate less are found to require fewer via holes. Figure 23 shows an illustration of a stripline

bending and passing through a continuous via fence from one section of an MCM to another section. Using the same

parameters as for earlier cases, the structure is analyzed as a function of frequency and G/h. Figure 24 shows the insertion and

reflection loss for this structure as a function of normalized frequency and via hole placement. Again, it is seen that if no via

posts are used or if the via posts are too widely spaced, the transmission line characteristics are severely degraded above the

cutoff frequency of the packages TE_o mode. However, if G/h<6.2, there is no degradation in the line characteristics, and

satisfactory characteristics are obtained for G/h=27.8. Figure 25 more clearly illustrates this. Note the strong TE_o rectangular

waveguide mode in Figure 25a; whereas in Figure 25b, only the strip line mode is present.

Although an MCM package may be partitioned by using a via fence with wide post spacing if the circuit is designed

with well behaved components, not all circuits can avoid components known to radiate such as open circuit terminated stubs,



shortcircuit terminations, and vertical interconnects. Therefore, via fences used for partitions should have a post spacing of less

than 4h.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The use of metal filled via holes in LTCC packages has been characterized. It has been shown that coupling between

microstrip lines is not reduced by a simple via fence, but by adding a metal strip to connect the tops of each post, the coupling

is reduced by 8 dB. Coupling between two striplines is reduced by 10 dB when a continuous via fence is used and is

approximately 15 dB lower than for two microstrip lines with a via fence and connecting strip. Therefore, stripline is a better

transmission line for multilayer package interconnects. For both transmission lines, short via fences increases radiation loss and

reflections by perturbing the propagating mode. Therefore, only continuous via fences should be used. When via fences are

used, they should be placed three times the substrate height apart from the strip and the posts should be placed as close together

as possible. A maximum post spacing of three times the substrate height is recommended.

The results of this paper demonstrate methods that may be used by circuit and package designers to lower coupling

between adjacent microstrip and stripline circuit elements. Using the via fence structures described in this paper, coupling of 22

dB and 39 dB between parallel microstrip lines and between parallel striplines at 10 GI-Iz has been demonstrated respectively.

This is a reduction in coupling of 8 dB and 15 dB compared to lines without via fences for the microstrip and stripline

respectively. While this improvement is important for many circuits, it is not sufficient for separating circuits in a multi-chip

package where isolation of more than 80 dB is often required. Thus, further development is required, possibly by using two

roles of via fences parallel to each other or connecting the via fences in stripline circuits together as was presented here for the

microstrip lines.
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15. (a) Schematic of stripline surrounded by a continuous metal filled via fence and Co)cross section.

16. Calculated (a) radiation loss and reflection loss, ISHI,and Co)insertion loss, IS2tl, for stripline

surrounded by a continuous metal filled via fence and a short, 6-posts, via fence.

17. Top view of the electric field distribution of stripline with a continuous metal filled via fence at 25
GI-Iz, S/h=l, and (a) G/h=5.2 and (b) G/h=l.3.

18. Top view of the electric field distribution of stripline with a 6-post metal filled via fence at 25 GHz,S/h=l, and G/h=l.3.

19. Schematic of adjacent striplines separated by a metal filled via fence.

20. Calculated forward coupling, $4_, between two parallel striplines with and without a via fence.

21. Schematic of two open ended striplines enclosed in a metal cavity and separated by a via fence.

22. Calculated coupling between two open-ended striplines in a metal cavity as a function of the number
of via posts.

23. Schematic of a stripline passing through a continuous metal filled via fence.

24. Calculated insertion and reflection loss ofa stripline passing through a continuous metal filled via
fence in a metal cavity as a function of the number of via posts.

25. Top view of the electric field distribution of stripline passing through a continuous metal filled via
fence at f/f_lo=l.44, and (a) G/h=56.76 and Co)G/h=6.2.
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